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#aberdeentrails
Welcome to Aberdeen, our 
beautiful and historic city 
by the sea! The Coastal 
Trail explores our enduring 
relationship with the North 
Sea – our famous long golden 
sands beach is a short walk 
from the city centre.

The coastal heritage dates 
back more than eight 
centuries and the harbour 
still lies at the heart of the 
bustling modern city. The 
history is reflected in the built features along the coast, from Bronze Age 
burial mounds to cute fishermen’s cottages in the beautiful and quirky 
village of Footdee, to Girdleness Lighthouse which was built after the 
wrecking of a whaling ship in 1813 which only had two survivors.

The coast is packed with wildlife including dolphins playing in the surf 
around the harbour. They come to feed on salmon which enter the River 
Dee there and spawn upstream. There is also an abundance of nature in 
Donmouth Local Nature Reserve, and the River Don estuary is well known 
for its leaping sea trout, wading birds, and sunbathing seals.

There is also family fun to be had including the two-mile sandy beach, 
Codona’s Amusement Park, the Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen Sports Village, 
Transition Extreme, King’s Links Golf Course, along with bars, restaurants 
and cafes with a stunning sea view.

The trail continues south 
via the former fishing 
villages of Footdee, Torry, 
Burnbanks and Cove along 
with the lighthouse and 
foghorn which protected 
them and other seagoers. 
Aberdeen’s newest harbour 
at Nigg Bay continues the 
city’s maritime connections 
well into the future.

Have fun roaming around our 
beautiful city, and finding out 
a bit about its history through 
the Coastal Trail!#beautifulABDN

Show off your photos on 
Instagram @aberdeen_cc
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Accessibility
Mostly accessible but covers uneven ground and some steep slopes. Please 
note, beyond Donmouth Road, 1 is on rough tracks and sandy beach.

Transport
The following services cover this trail, linking locations and central Aberdeen. 

A day ticket allows unlimited travel by the same bus operator:
First Bus 1&2: Bridge of Don

Stagecoach: Buses to Ellon, Peterhead & Fraserburgh via King Street
First Bus 13: This route runs along the Beach Boulevard with a stop at 

Queens Links Leisure Park (12) for Fittie (13). It also runs along the links 
between there and its terminus at Hillhead of Seaton (north of Seaton Park). 
First Bus 12&20: To Torry and Balnagask respectively. Both terminate close 
to Nigg Bay Golf Course at the Torry end of Girdleness. First Bus 3: Cove Bay
Railway: The coast road to Portlethen Station has no pavements and is more 
suitable for cyclists. Not all trains stop and cycles must be booked in advance.

Cycling
Cycle routes: www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/cyclemaps  www.sustrans.org.uk

National Cycling Network (NCN): The southern part can be done via 
NCN1 Dover to Shetland Isles and it is an alternative route in places

Bridge of Don: King Street can be busy but Esplanade is a quieter seafront 
route. NCN1 via Old Aberdeen can be partly used to reach Donmouth

Footdee: Esplanade and harbour quays are relatively quiet but 
watch out for industrial vehicles around the harbour area 

City Centre: Virginia Street/Market Street are busy dual carriageways. NCN1 
bypasses them via the pedestrian & cyclist only Wellington Suspension Bridge
Cove Bay: Wellington Road is a very busy dual carriageway but the coastal 

road is part of NCN1 which also leads to Portlethen Station (see above).



1 Balgownie Links & Royal Aberdeen Golf Club   
 The beach runs north to the Aberdeen City boundary at Blackdog Burn 
 and beyond. WWII concrete pillboxes, anti-tank obstacles and Aberdeen
 Offshore Wind Farm can be seen. The golf club was originally founded 
 in 1780 on Queen’s Links (Footdee to Broad Hill). It moved here in 1888, 
 with its Royal title conferred in 1903, and has two 18-hole courses.

2 Donmouth Local Nature Reserve
 A local nature reserve since 1992 because of 

its rich and varied wildlife, it is best known for 
birdlife and has its own bird hide but there are 
also interesting plants and insects. The original 
settlement of Aberdeen, now Old Aberdeen, was 
built around a port near Donmouth. Donside 
Heritage Trail and a series of information panels, 
over a three mile route, tell of the river’s history.

3 The Bridge of Don
 This is a double bridge with what is today’s northbound carriageway 
 opened 1830 and southbound side added 1959. It has five semi-circular 
 86ft span arches. Nearby to the east is the historic Brig o’ Balgownie 
 (see Old Aberdeen Trail), once Aberdeen’s only River Don crossing. 
 King Robert the Bruce likely oversaw the original’s completion. 

4    March Stone Omega
 These mark Aberdeen’s Freedom Lands, also 

dating back to King Robert the Bruce (see 
Boundary Stones Trail). March comes from  

 the 1500s name for a boundary but the earliest 
markers were probably natural features, as 
here where the Powis Burn meets River Don. 

5 Windows to the Sea
 This sculpture, by Mexican 

born Lourdes Cue who 
works in Minneapolis, was 
created in 1986 as part of 
the Aberdeen International 
Youth Festival’s Mobil Young 
Sculptors Competition. 

Welcome to Aberdeen’s North Sea Trail, a network of paths exploring 
Aberdeen’s enduring relationship with the sea. 

Personal Safety
Please use the more remote sections of this trail during daytime only. The 
route north by Balgownie Links (1) is below a steep slope, beware of stranding 
by the incoming tide. Keep away from the sandy and muddy foreshore around 
Donmouth (2), which can potentially include areas of quicksand. 

The Environment
Avoid walking on sand dunes as they are particularly vulnerable to erosion. 
Please observe and enjoy wildlife from a distance and do not disturb them. 

The North Sea Trail
This is a network of coastal paths in countries bordering the North Sea. 
Aberdeen Coastal Trail, from Donmouth Road and excluding Tullos Hill, 
is approx 12 miles or 20km and takes 6-7 hours to walk. It can also be 
walked in parts, such as the beachfront promenade or rugged cliff top path. 
Signposts mark the way and information panels highlight the attractions.

History
The first recorded reference to the port of Aberdeen came in 1157 when 
King David I of Scotland granted the Bishops of Aberdeen the right to levy a 
tithe on all trade shipping. Global trade, fishing and the offshore oil and gas 
industries have since brought prosperity and innovation to the city. 

Wildlife
Aberdeen’s coast is packed with wildlife. The Dee estuary is a commercial 
port, yet the harbour mouth is one of the best locations in Scotland for 
onshore dolphin watching. The Don estuary has leaping sea trout, wading 
birds and Common seals sunbathe on the island upstream from the bridge (3).

Beyond Aberdeen
The North Sea Trail also runs through Aberdeenshire. North from Balgownie 
Links (1) to Peterhead and Fraserburgh. An alternative return route is the 
Formartine & Buchan Way, a former railway connecting to Aberdeen at Dyce. 
South from Cove Bay, but with no pavements, is on the Cairnbeg/Findon Road 
to Portlethen. It is hoped to extend the route to the village of Muchalls.

Donmouth and the Bridge of Don (background)

Girdle Ness (foreground) and Aberdeen Beach



9     Beach Leisure  
Centre and Linx 
Ice Arena
The Beach Leisure Centre 
has a well equipped 
fitness studio, health 
suites, saunas, steam 
room, hydrojet and 
leisure pool with waves, 
fountain and rapids. The 
Linx Ice Arena is one of Scotland’s premier skating facilities. Opened 
in 1992, the Arena offers a “competition size” ice pad with spectator 
seating for up to 1100, a café, occasional bar and inline skate hire.

10 Beach Ballroom
 This art deco building on the sea front was built in 1926. It is home to 
 one of Scotland’s finest dance floors – which floats on fixed steel
 springs. A regular venue for music and dance, conferences, weddings 
 and sporting events. Famous past performers include The Beatles, The 

Small Faces, Pink Floyd, The Who, Cream, Joe Loss and Them, featuring 
 Van Morrison. For more information, visit www.beachballroom.com

11    Aberdeen 
 Fun Beach

Established in 1920 
by the Codona family, 
the Fun Beach area 
has an exhilarating 
range of 21st century 
attractions for all the 
family including the 100ft 
ferris wheel, three roller 
coasters, dodgems, a children’s adventure play area, 10 pin bowling, 
laser tag, crazy golf, pool tables, and a 4D motion simulator. There’s 
also Scotland’s first inflatable theme park at the Fun Beach complex, 
along with restaurants and bars.

6 Kings Links Golf Course
Kings Links is a traditional, well established 18-hole links course with 
a variety of holes that challenge all standards of players. The outward 
nine are played facing north, with the inward nine played facing south.

7 Sir Alex Ferguson
Pittodrie Stadium is home to 
Aberdeen FC, formed in 1903 
and known as ‘The Dons’ (see 
Aberdeen History Trail). In 1983 
their then manager Alex Ferguson 
led them to victory as European 
Cup Winners against the mighty 
Real Madrid in Gothenburg, 
Sweden. The club’s tribute Fergie 
was unveiled by Sir Alex himself 
in 2022. The bronze statue 
was created by Andy Edwards, 
who sculpted The Beatles on 
Liverpool’s waterfront docks, and 
the band themselves played at 
our own Beach Ballroom (10).

8 Broad Hill
This small hill is complete with a triangulation point marking its 
highest point at 28 metres. It is criss crossed with paths and offers 
views of both coast and city. A WWI military tank was displayed here 
until 1939, awarded to Aberdeen in recognition for its donations to 
the War Savings campaign which raised £15million pounds.



15 Aberdeen Harbour
 This attracts more than 8,000 vessels annually – specialist ships 

serving the offshore oil and gas industry, for which it is the European 
hub of support; daily ferries to and from Orkney and Shetland; coastal 
traders, fishing boats, cruise ships and freight vessels from across 
the world. Britain’s oldest business, the harbour is a world class port 
handling more than 4 million tonnes of cargo a year. The new, near 
neighbour, Aberdeen South Harbour is entry 33. For more information 
visit www.aberdeen-harbour.co.uk and Aberdeen Maritime Trail 
covers the history and individual features of the harbour in detail. 

16 Aberdeen Maritime Museum
Incorporating Provost Ross’s House built in 1593, Aberdeen Maritime 
Museum tells the story of the city’s long relationship with the sea. This 
award-winning, free entry museum houses a unique collection covering 
shipbuilding, fast sailing ships, fishing and port history. This museum 
with its multimedia displays and a year round programme of events is 
the only place in the UK with displays of the North Sea oil industry. A 
sculpture outside commemorates those who dedicated their lives to the 
fishing industry. For information visit: www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/AAGM

12 Queens Links Leisure Park
An excellent place to stop off for a bite to eat on the Trail, with a 
fine range of established restaurants to tempt any palate or for those 
of you wanting to catch the latest movies there is a ten screen cinema.

 
13 Footdee

The village of Footdee, 
or Fittie as it is 
pronounced locally, is 
a creation of the 1800s. 
The original fishing 
village lay further north 
around Fittie Church, 
St Clements. It is not 
known when the village 
began, but there is 
reference to Fittie Wynd 
dating to 1317, and by 
this time the village 
was already rather 
old. Please respect the 
privacy of the residents 
if you visit the area.

14 Sea Moon
 This abstract sculpture depicts 

the moon, its orbit, the sea 
and tides. It echoes the 
rolling movements of water 
and ships and reflective 
nature of the sea. Janusz 
Tkaczuk won first prize in the 
Young Sculptors competition 
sponsored by Mobil at 
Aberdeen International Youth 
Festival in 1986. He is now an 
assistant visual arts professor 
at Gdańsk University of 
Technology in Poland.   

#beautifulABDN



20 Nigg Bay Golf Club
 This golf course covers approximately half of the headland. It is a 

municipal 18 hole course with a playing distance of 6,200 yards. 
An amazing 200 species of birds have been seen on the headland 
including some rare species. Look out for Redwing, Fieldfares in the 
winter and Swallows in the summer. Around the coast, a wide range 
of birdlife can be seen including cormorants, various gulls, eider duck 
and sometimes some of the winter visiting ducks such as goldeneye 
and red-breasted mergansers in the harbour itself.

21  Skate’s Nose Jetty 
 and Capstan
 This roughly hewn granite rubble jetty 
 dates from c.1796. A capstan is a form of 
 winch with holes for long poles, manned 
 by teams of labourers before the days 
 of tug boats, using ropes to pull sailing 
 ships into port. Once inside the harbour, 
 then a much wider tidal basin, they could 
 safely anchor or moor at quaysides. 

22   Inner South Breakwater 
 Early 1800s saw a huge expansion of 

trade but with a tidal harbour prone to 
silting up. Thomas Telford, the great 
engineer, was contracted to specify 
works to improve the situation. These 
included the first part of the North Pier, 
to deal with the silting. Inner South 
Breakwater was constructed to make 
the new quays less susceptible to the 
tidal influences of the North Sea. The 
mid-1900s South Breakwater was a 
later improvement. Aberdeen Maritime 
Trail covers the history and features of 
Aberdeen’s harbour. 

17 Victoria Bridge
 This was opened on 2 July 1881 and a memorial plaque marks the Dee 

Ferry Boat Disaster of 5 April 1876. For centuries a ferry connected 
Pocra Quay in Footdee with Torry Quay at Old Torry (18). Sadly it 
capsized on a busy holiday while taking people to Torry Fair, and 32 
people lost their lives. The public inquiry led to construction of the 
bridge which retains its original cobbles and cast iron street lamps.

18 Old Torry Village
 A sister fishing village to Footdee (13), much of Old Torry was lost when 
 the River Dee was diverted in 1871 to create Aberdeen’s harbour and 
 again due to redevelopment in the 1970s. However traces of Old Torry 
 remain along with an information panel on Sinclair Road. Torry itself
 was a separate town until 1891, (see Torry Local Area Trail). The 
 name Torry may come from the Gaelic ‘torran’ – a hill, or hillock. 

19 Leading Lights
 These two mini lighthouses mark the 

navigation channel into the harbour, 
showing red when safe to enter and 
green when dangerous. The pillars and 
their lights can also be visually aligned 
to show the correct angle to approach 
and enter the port. Constructed in 1842, 
they are thought to be amongst the 
oldest cast iron lighthouses in the world. 
The lights are now controlled from the 
Marine Operations Centre across the 
harbour at the base of the North Pier.



25 WWII Anti-Tank Obstacles
Beside the South Breakwater lie the remains of what may be part of a 
Second World War road block, in the form of rectangular concrete 
bases with iron uprights embedded in them. WWII coastal defences 
included a variety of structures to deter landing of wheeled and 
tracked vehicles and their movement inland. Some of the broken 
concrete blocks visible on the foreshore around Girdleness may be 
remnants of anti-tank ‘cubes’, designed to slow tanks down and 
expose their vulnerable undersides to fire.

26 Torry Point Battery – Coastal Defences
This small fortress was built in 1860 on the Girdleness headland in 
order to protect the port and harbour of Aberdeen from sea-borne 
attack. It was built at the same time as another battery on the north 
side of the mouth of the River Dee. It was partially dismantled and 
decommissioned in the 1890s and not manned again until WWI. 
During the inter war years, the Battery became home, to a large 
number of homeless families during a housing crisis. It also saw 
service in WWII and, after the war, the Battery and camp again 
housed homeless families, including those of many recently 
demobilised soldiers. Families remained here until the 1950s, during 
which decade the Battery was finally decommissioned. Today it is a 
favoured spot, offering unparalleled views of the city and harbour.

23 Rocket Apparatus House
Before the advent of helicopters, if a lifeboat was unable to reach a 
stricken vessel, the only alternative means of rescue was the rocket-
propelled Life-Saving Apparatus (LSA). The LSA itself was a rocket 
launcher device mounted on a tripod and one unit was located at this 
Rocket House. Unusually, Aberdeen Harbour’s LSA teams were run by 
the Royal National Lifeboat Institution rather than HM Coastguard, 
with harbour staff and volunteers pushing the equipment to the scene 
on handcarts. The teams were in existence from the 1920s until the 
1960s and during that period they took part in more than 50 rescues.

24 Dolphin watching at the harbour entrance
You may think that you can only see dolphins in the warmer waters of 
the world but this is not the case. Scotland is home to a number of 
species of dolphins and other large sea mammals. Harbour porpoises 
can also be seen frequently from the shore. These tend to be smaller 
and less acrobatic than the dolphins, only ever showing their back and 
dorsal fin above the surface of the water. The information panel at 
Torry Battery provides more details on how to spot them. Look in the 
harbour entrance itself. It is amazing how close in they come! 
Greyhope Bay Centre is a cafe and dolphin observation point at Torry 
Point Battery (26) and you can learn more at www.greyhopebay.com



30   Girdleness Lighthouse
In 1813, the whaling ship Oscar went down 
off the coast with only two survivors from 
the crew of 44 and Aberdeen’s ship masters 
lobbied strongly for a lighthouse. Designed 
by Robert Stevenson, grandfather of Robert 
Louis Stevenson and lit for the first time at 
sunset on 15th October 1833. The tower is 37 
metres high with 182 steps to the top and built 
to a new design of two lights, the lower on 
the third floor at the corbelled gallery. During 
WWII, a mine drifted ashore on 18 November 
1944 and exploded, but damage was mainly 
confined to the doors and windows in the 
dwelling house and tower. Although Girdle 
Ness is the rocky promontory, the peninsula 
including lighthouse is named Girdleness.

31   Foghorn
Pictured above, to the left of the lighthouse, this came into operation 
when visibility fell below five miles. Known affectionately as the 
‘Torry Coo’ (Scots for ‘cow’) owing to the low sonorous, ‘mooing’ 
tones it made, it was once an invaluable aid to navigation.

32  Sewage Valve House
This elegant building was part of a massively 
engineered sewage outfall system drawn up 
in 1896-98, to meet the city’s growth and 
changing standards of sanitation, and the new 
sewer piped waste from north and south of 
the River Dee. This Penstock and Valve House 
had an automatic flap to stop the sea from 
backing up the sewer, opening when required 
by pressure of sewage. The line of the sewer 
tunnel, dug through substantial rock cuttings 
in places, can be clearly seen on the shore 
between here and Nigg Bay. There have been 
changes since those times, notably the large 
treatment facility at the opposite side of the 
Bay of Nigg in 2000. However even today this 
is part of an emergency overflow system.

27   Seafarers Memorial
Overlooking the harbour and sea beyond 
stands this simple outlined steel cross 
set into a small cairn with an irregular 
bed of small white stones. Though not 
a War Memorial, it is considered to be 
for seafarers lost at sea, whether by 
accident or conflict. A plaque on the 
low granite wall behind commemorates 
John Main of Torry Heritage Group, 
recognising his work and dedication to 
the local community.

28   Torry Park/Girdleness Park/Walker Park
This plot of land was purchased in May 1901, following public pressure 
for a formal park. Torry Park was described in 1902, as ‘well laid out, 
with abundance of splendid spring water’. The park is temporarily 
closed but will be refurbished and reopened in the future. Meanwhile 
it houses the part-time visitor centre for Aberdeen South Harbour 
(33). The tradition of people from Aberdeen visiting the Torry area, 
in general, for leisure has a long history. It may stretch back to the 
1600s but was still very much in evidence in the early 1900s. Many 
families would make day trips to the nearby Bay of Nigg (above in 
1934) and a number of shops existed there to serve their needs.    

29   Tree of Life
Roughly carved bark-like stone contrasts 
with smoother etched leaf patterns in 
this granite sculpture which represents 
Aberdeen’s heritage. The sculptor is 
Robert Kaja, professor at the Faculty of 
Sculpture & Intermedia, Academy of Fine 
Arts, Gdańsk, Poland. It was created 
in 1994, at the Scottish Sculpture 
Workshop, Lumsden, Aberdeenshire, as 
part of the Mobil Vision Arts programme.  



35 East Tullos Burn Wetland
This burn was neglected and polluted resulting in an unattractive 
eyesore with little wildlife. In 2014, it was transformed into a 
meandering course, with wetland areas and ponds, a mix of wetland 
flowers and better access around the site. This project complemented 
other improvements in St Fitticks Park including the planting of trees 
which has been important for wildlife as well as shelter and interest 
for people too. Before the last ice age, the River Dee would have 
flowed into the sea through what is now St Fitticks Park.

36 Tullos Hill
The coastal strip from Balnagask to Cove is designated as a Local 
Nature Conservation Site. Tullos Hill is another and within easy 
walking distance of the Coastal Path. It offers fine views of the 
city and contains numerous archaeological sites including Bronze 
Age burial cairns dating from about 2000BC. This large area of dry 
heathland attracts large mammals such as foxes and roe deer. This 
hill and its near neighbour feature in Kincorth & Tullos Hill Trail. 

37   Doonies Rare Breeds Farm
This is one of only two Rare Breeds Survival 
Trust Approved conservation farm parks in 
Scotland and is an opportunity to visit a 
working farm with a wide range of rare 
British farm animals. These include Golden 
Guernsey goats, Long Horn cattle, Kerry 
Hill Sheep, Eriskay Ponies and Tamworth 
Pigs. It is a working farm, managed using 
traditional methods, where conservation 
and biodiversity combine to encourage a 
variety of wildlife.

33 Aberdeen South Harbour
This is the latest development in the long history of Aberdeen 
Harbour, allowing the port to accommodate large passenger cruise 
ships and increase tourist numbers. The four quays are named after 
some of the most iconic castles in Scotland including Balmoral (near 
Ballater and built for Queen Victoria), Dunnottar (Stonehaven), Crathes 
(Banchory) and Castlegate (site of Aberdeen’s former castle). The 
South Harbour Visitor Centre (see map) is open Saturdays, 10am-4pm 
and by appointment weekdays, for educational, professional and 
community groups email: ahep-info@portofaberdeen.co.uk

34 St Fitticks Church
Although there has been a church on this site since about the late 
1100s, the ruins probably date to either the late 1600s or early 1700s. 
The church was in use until 1829. The churchyard features a number   
    of very elegant grave stones. A new church, Nigg Kirk, on the 

far side of Tullos Hill (36) opened in 1829 but when Torry 
developed, Torry St Fittick’s Church on Walker Road 
became a direct replacement. Its dedication service was 
24 November 1899. It has a bronze bell of 1759 from old 
St Fitticks with a Latin inscription reading, ‘Sabata pango 
funra plango’ – ‘Sabbaths I proclaim, funerals I toll’.



41 St Mary’s Church
This mission chapel opened as St Mary the Virgin in 1864, to 
accommodate English fishermen, coastguards and their families. 
The Episcopal (Anglican) faith was a central feature of their lives 
and the building originally also functioned as a boys’ school until the 
1890s. St Mary’s contains painted wall panels, including a portrait 
of the Madonna, covered over since 1924. From 2003, it hosted two 
congregations with Scottish Episcopal joined by Cove Congregational 
Church. It was renamed St Mary’s Cove Bay in 1998.  

42   Rocket Apparatus House
This was once an essential form 
of ship rescue, wheeled out when 
needed, and here stored in what 
is today a private residence, built 
1867, at the corner of Cove Road 
and Loirston Road. See entry 23 for 
details of this system and the history 
of the service in the north east.

43   Cove Village
Cove is a traditional fishing 
village, mostly located east 
of the later railway. Cove 
Bay Hotel is an early 1800s 
coaching inn, originally with 
stables. The houses around 
Loirston Road with church 
style windows belonged to 
coastguards. Until 1975, the 
remaining area was part of 
rural Aberdeenshire and the 
newer estates of Cove Bay 
are built on former farmland. 
Information cairns are placed 
around these telling the 
farming history of the area. 
Locations for these are shown 
on the back page map.

38 Burnbanks Village
Originally thatched cottages around a green for drying and mending  
nets, the rocky Burnbanks Haven its makeshift harbour, latterly with 
a pulley for winching supplies. The unusual location may relate to land 
clearances or changes brought by the agricultural revolution. These 
both displaced former farm workers to similar coastal settlements 
in this time period. The former fishing community is late 1700s, but 
flourished in the mid 1800s fishing boom. Poor living conditions and 
changes in fishing later saw it become an abandoned ghost village by 
early 1970s. It was redeveloped in 1990-91, with new cottages added. 
The tiny ruined hamlet of Altens, at Altens Haven, is just north of here.

39 Heritage Stones
Heritage Stones celebrate the three local historical industries of 
farming, fishing and quarrying. Leiths quarry just south of the village 
donated these three granite standing stones to Cove in Bloom in 
2013, since decorated by Albertino Costa (see also 46). 

40   Oil Industry Sculptures
Objet trouvé (French) is an art term meaning 
‘found object’. It refers to art derived from 
non-art material. In this case three offshore 
oil industry parts found in a former tip prior 
to house building. These are a reminder 
also of the area’s links with the sea beyond 
traditional fishing. Presented to Cove in 
Bloom by the site foreman of Blackwells, as 
contractors for Stewart Milne Homes.



Interreg North Sea Region

River and Harbour Trail
The above mini-trail is around 4.5 miles or 7km and takes 2-3 hours to walk. 
Visiting Duthie Park roughly doubles this (see Duthie Park Trail & Guide).

Cove and Altens Farming Trail
A series of five information cairns tell the former farming history of this 
area (see 44). Installed by Cove & Altens Community Council following a 
bequest by the Allan family who farmed here. These form a trail through 
what are now modern housing estates, and are shown as 1-5 in green on 
the map on the next page and they can also be viewed at cove-bay.com

The North 
Sea Trail
This was developed 
through the NAVE 
Nortrail project, 
an ambitious 
collaboration 
between 26 
partners from seven 
countries (shown in 
orange), supported 
by the European 
Community through 
the Interreg 
IIIB fund.

The aim is to develop sustainable tourism and to explore the heritage of 
communities along the North Sea Coastline. Pathways have been upgraded 
and the historical and natural features they link together have been 
researched and promoted. www.northseatrail.org

Partner Regions
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44  Cove Bay Railway Station
Cove Railway Station opened in 1850, 
and was renamed Cove Bay Railway 
Station in 1912. The old platform remains 
can still be seen on Colsea Terrace. 
The station closed to passengers in 1956, 
and to freight in 1963, of which fish was a 
big part, including the former fish meal 
factory with its own rail sidings south of 
the village. Nearby Portlethen Station also 
closed in 1956 but re-opened in 1985.

45 Last Fishwife of 
Aberdeen
Italian marble sculpture by 
Brazilian Albertino Costa 
(see also 40), the granite 
base supplied by Leiths 
quarry. Last Fishwife of 
Aberdeen, 2016, is a tribute 
to Isabella ‘Isie’ Caie, one 
of the north-east’s last 
traditional fishwives. She 
regularly walked four miles 
from Stoneyhill Terrace here, 
where she lived, to sell her 
fish at Aberdeen’s Green. 
Keen to capture her spirit, 
Albertino worked in public at 
the harbour, where her catch 
was landed. Several small 
carved stones remain there. 

46 Cove Harbour
A former fishing harbour on Colsea Road. At low tide there are good 
opportunities to go rock pooling but take care and be aware of 
incoming tides. The original stone Lifeboat House is still here and 
the whitewashed building on top of the hill behind it was once the 
Coastguard Watch House.
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NCR1: The route is diverted 
due to harbour work but can 
be used to access Girdleness    
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#aberdeentrails
This is one in a series of themed Aberdeen City trails. 
All are available via the free GoABZ mobile app and 
at www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/trails

For further information contact 
Visit Scotland Aberdeen iCentre 

01224 269180  www.visitscotland.com

Visit Aberdeenshire www.visitabdn.com
  follow on Instagram @visitabdn

 For public transport information contact Travel Line
www.travelinescotland.com

For a large text version contact 
03000 200 293


